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Article 

Expression of Exploratory Activity of Rat Offspring 
Depends on the Expression of Exploratory Activity  
of Their Parents at the Moment of Mating 

Sergey K. Sudakov *, Natalia G. Bogdanova and Galina A. Nazarova 

P.K. Anokhin Research Institute of Normal Physiology, Moscow, Russia 

* Correspondence: s-sudakov@nphys.ru Tel.: +7 (985) 211-05-96 

Simple Summary: Male and female rats were mated at the age of 5 months. The following groups were used: 

male and female rats with high motor activity at the age of both 2 and 5 months (ACT+); male and female rats 

with high activity at the age of 2 months, but low activity at 5 months (ACT–); male and female rats with low 

activity at both 2 and 5 months (PAS–); male and female rats with low activity at 2 months, but high activity at 

5 months (PAS+). The results showed that the exploratory activity of their offspring depended on the 

exploratory activity of the parents during mating and did not depend on the exploratory activity of the parents 

at the age of 2 months. General motor activity had no such dependence. 

Abstract: The aim of this work was to study the, so far, unexplored possibility that non-genetic inheritance of 

animal behavioral characteristics could depend on the state of the parents at the time of conception, by studying 

inheritance of high and low motor and exploratory activity in the first generation of rats. In this study, we 

measured the levels of motor and exploratory activity in rats at the ages of 2 and 5 months. Male and female 

rats were mated at the age of 5 months. The following groups were used: male and female rats with high motor 

activity at ages of 2 and 5 months (ACT+); male and female rats with high activity at the age of 2 months, but 

low activity at the age of 5 months (ACT–); male and female rats with low activity at the ages of 2 and 5 months 

(PAS–); male and female rats with low activity at the age of 2 months, but high activity at the age of 5 months 

(PAS+). Significant differences in the severity of exploratory activity were found between the offspring of ACT+ 

and ACT– rats. Moreover, these differences were observed only in males, and not in females. Differences 

between the offspring of PAS+ and PAS– rats were observed in both the male and female rats. The motor 

activity of animals in the period from 20 minutes after the start of registration did not differ between groups. 

Thus, it can be considered that individual characteristics of general motor activity are due to genetically 

inherited factors, while differences in the level of exploratory activity, apparently, are formed due to non-

genetic influences from parents during mating. 

Keywords: motor activity; orienting exploratory activity; epigenetic inheritance; conception; rats 

 

1. Introduction 

All animal species, including humans, exhibit individual behavioral characteristics that can be 

inherited. Individual behavioral characteristics that are inherited traits benefit organisms by 

optimizing their adaptability due to natural selection [1]. In addition to natural selection, artificial 

selection allows humans to create populations of animals with given individual characteristics. 

Therefore, in experimental physiology and pharmacology, selective strains of mice and rats with 

behavioral features are used, for example, with different levels of motor activity [2,3], anxiety [4–6] , 

or learnability [7,8] . In addition to genetic mechanisms of inheritance, various epigenetic influences 

can affect the formation of individual behavioral characteristics in offspring. These can be intrauterine 

effects of physical [9,10], chemical [11,12], or stress [13,14] factors on a pregnant female. In addition, 

environmental factors such as physical [15,16], chemical [17,18], and social [19–21] factors as well as 

emotional stress [22] can influence the formation of behavioral characteristics, acting during the 

postnatal and adolescence periods. Additionally, the behavior of adult animals can change under the 

influence of age [23]. The aging process has been shown to have a huge impact on the behavior of 
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animals and humans [24,25]. Thus, the initial genetic individual behavioral characteristics of an 

animal, in the course of life, can change significantly due to various epigenetic influences. 

Previously, we reported that an epigenetic influence on the formation of the behavior of future 

offspring was possible at the time of conception [26] . This influence can come from the male mating 

with the female, i.e., in addition to the transfer of genetic material, the male can provide non-genetic 

inheritance of his behavioral characteristics. 

The purpose of this work was to study the, so far, unexplored possibility that non-genetic 

inheritance of animal behavioral characteristics could depend on the state of the parents at the time 

of conception. At the same time, we studied inheritance in the first generation of high and low motor 

and exploratory activity in rats. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Animals 

The experiments were carried out on Wistar rats that weighed 210–240 g (males) and 170–200 g 

(females) and were obtained from the Stolbovaya Animal Clinic (Moscow, Russia). The rats were 

housed in ventilated Techniplast Green Line 1500U cages with natural corn bedding (“Zolotoy Kot”, 
Voronezh, Russia), at 4–5 rats in each cage, with free access to water and combined food (3 kcal/g, 

“Profgryzun”, Moscow, Russia), at a temperature of 21°C, average humidity 20%, and in the presence 
of lighting (90 lux) from 20:00 to 08:00.  

The protocols and procedures for this study were reviewed and approved by the ethics 

committee of the P.K. Anokhin (permit number 375) and comply with Directive 2010/63/EC. 

Determining the Level of Motor Activity 

 First, 53 male and 62 female rats, at the age of 2 months, were placed in individual experimental 

chambers (Phenomaster, TSE, Germany), where horizontal locomotor activity was automatically 

measured for 60 min over intervals of 10 min. The experimental chambers were identical to the 

“home” cages in which the rats were housed in. The experiments were carried out from 11:00 to 15:00 

in the absence of light. All females during the measurement of motor activity were in a state of 

diestrus, determined by a vaginal smear. 

Based on these results, two groups of males and two groups of females were formed with 20 

animals in each group. The ACT groups of male and female rats had the highest horizontal motor 

activity. They also had the highest motor activity in the center of the cage, and more rearings. The 

PAS groups of male and female rats had the lowest horizontal motor activity, low motor activity in 

the center of the cage, and a small number of rearings. 

 At the age of 5 months, ACT and PAS animals were returned to the Phenomaster 

experimental chambers, where the level of motor activity and the number of rearings were examined 

for 1 hour. After repeated testing, four groups of animals were identified. Group 1 (ACT+) included 

rats from the ACT group, which at the age of 5 months increased their activity as compared with their 

activity at the age of 2 months. Group 2 (ACT–) included rats from the ACT group, which 

significantly decreased their activity at the age of 5 months as compared with their activity at the age 

of 2 months. Group 3 (PAS+) included rats from the PAS group, which at the age of 5 months 

increased their activity as compared with their activity at the age of 2 months. Group 4 (PAS–) 

included rats from the PAS group, which decreased their activity at the age of 5 months as compared 

with their activity at the age of 2 months. The level of general motor activity, motor activity in the 

center of the cage, and the number of rearings of animals in each group are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Activity of rats of different experimental groups at the age of 2 and 5 months. 

 General motor 

activity 

(units) 

 

Motor 

activity in the 

first 10 

minutes 

(units) 

Motor 

activity in the 

center of the 

cage  

(units) 

Number of 

rearings 

 

2 

months 

5 

months 

2 

months 

5 

month

s 

2 

months 

5 

month

s 

2 

month

s 

5 

month

s 

Males 

 

ACT+ 

(n=2) 

7592±71

6 

11026±8

50 

2110±9

6        

2725±1

27 

4235±2

48        

5855±2

97 

935±54      938±77 

ACT- 

(n=2) 

10962±7

31 

6640±61

5 

3416±2

05       

1935±1

21 

4297±2

93        

2647±2

15 

548±53  435±61 

PAS+ 

(n=2) 

3199±28

7       

8110±64

0 

1426±1

56       

1897±1

54 

1809±1

70        

3420±1

48 

629±47  675±39 

PAS- 

(n=2) 

6477±51

1      

4580±52

9 

1977±1

22       

1180±1

38 

2355±1

16       

1285±1

70 

360±28  273±23 

Femal

es 

ACT+ 

(n=3)      

7893±57

6     

10364±7

58 

2547±1

78       

2874±1

57 

4137±2

16       

5684±2

77 

907±40  1108±9

7 

ACT- 

(n=4) 

13328±7

75      

7001±86

1 

3790±1

84       

2420±2

18 

5525±2

26       

2971±1

28 

707±26  586±55 

PAS+ 

(n=4) 

2998±38

5       

7644±74

3 

1404±1

20       

2296±2

12 

1857±1

79       

3120±1

24 

342±47  525±33 

PAS- 

(n=3) 

6673±58

9       

4081±65

1 

2013±7

7        

1535±1

77 

4597±1

98       

1357±1

20 

555±27  260±27 

Immediately upon reaching the state of oestrus, females after the study of motor activity at the 

age of 5 months were mated with males. The following pairings were carried out: 

Mating 3 ACT+ females with 2 ACT+ males resulted in offspring of 17 males mACT+ and 15 

females fACT+. 

Mating 4 ACT– females with 2 ACT– males resulted in offspring of 24 males mACT– and 15 

females fACT–. 

Mating 4 PAS+ females with 2 PAS+ males resulted in offspring of 15 males mPAS+ and 11 

females fPAS+. 

Mating 3 PAS– females with 2 PAS– males resulted in offspring of 17 males mPAS– and 15 

female fPAS–. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of the experiment. 

Statistics. Statistics were performed using the statistical software Statistica 10.0. The data 

obtained in each experimental subgroup was assessed for normality using the Shapiro–Wilk and 

Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests. If the test showed the absence of a normal distribution, the calculations 

were carried out using the Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric test with a post hoc Newman–Keuls test. 

Differences were considered to be significant at p < 0.05. 

3. Results 

It was found that there were significant differences in the behavior of the offspring resulting 

from the mating of animals that had different levels of activity. Thus, both males and females born 

from highly active males and females which only increased their activity by five months of life 

(ACT+) had significantly higher motor activity, which was observed in the first 10 minutes (H (1, N 

= 34) =18.24421, p = 0.00002 for males), (H (1, N = 30) =10.92001, p = 0.0010 for females) (Figure 2), in 

the next 20–60 minutes (H (1, N = 34) = 6.187675, p = 0.0129 for males), (H (1, N = 30) =15.54319, p = 

0.0004 for females) (Figure 3), in the center of the cell (H (1, N = 34) = 5.241954, p = 0.022 for males), 

(H (1, N = 30) = 8.963092, p = 0.0113 for females) (Figure 4) and more rearings (H (1, N = 34) = 7.943444, 

p = 0.0048 for males) and (H (1, N = 30) = 21.01156, p = 0.00001 for females) (Figure 5) as compared 

with low-active rats, which decreased their activity even more by the age of five months (PAS–). 

In the offspring whose parents were five-month-old rats that changed their motor activity as 

compared with two-month-old ones, differences in behavior were observed. Thus, there were 

significant differences in all parameters between groups of males mACT+ and mACT– (H (1, N = 41) 

= 12.29345, p = 0.005). At the same time, in females fACT + and fACT–, there were no significant 

differences in all indicators, except for the number of rearings (H (1, N = 30) = 6.125567, p = 0.0133) 

(Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5). There were also significant differences between the offspring of PAS+ and 

PAS– animals, both in males (H (1, N = 32) = 7.37458, p = 0.0047) and in females (H (1, N = 26) = 

11.47563, p = 0.0007). There were no significant differences in motor activity in the period from 20 to 

60 minutes of measurement between groups of offspring of five-month-old rats that changed their 

activity (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Motor activity in the first 10 minutes of measurement in the offspring of ACT+, ACT–, PAS+, 

and PAS– rats. a p < 0.05 between ACT+ and ACT–, b p < 0.05 between PAS+ and PAS-, c p < 0.05 between 

ACT+ and PAS–. Values are presented as M ± SEM. 

 

Figure 3. Motor activity from 20 to 60 minutes of measurement in the offspring of ACT+, AC–, PAS+ 

and PAS– rats. The designations are the same as in Figure 2. 
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Figure 4. Motor activity in the center of the cage in the offspring of ACT+ ACT–, PAS+, and PAS– 

rats. The designations are the same as in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 5. The number of rearings in the offspring of ACT+, ACT–, PAS+, and PAS– rats. The 

designations are the same as in Figure 2. 

4. Discussion 

The results of the experiment on the mating of rats with high (ACT+) and low (PAS–) motor and 

exploratory activity, determined at the age of both two and five months, showed that the offspring 

obtained from these parents also differed in their activity levels. This was in agreement with 

previously described results by [5,27] and was solely attributed to genetic inheritance. As a rule, 

general motor activity is inherited. It is known that, when an animal is placed in a new cage, initially, 

increased motor activity is observed associated with examination of the space for potentially 
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dangerous or beneficial factors [28] . An analysis of motor activity at various time intervals after an 

animal is placed in an experimental chamber shows that, in the first 10 minutes, increased activity 

occurs, which decreases by 20 minutes. In offspring from ACT+ and PAS– parents, differences were 

observed both in general locomotor activity and in the level of exploratory activity, defined as the 

intensity of movement in the first 10 minutes, the intensity of movement in the center, and the number 

of rearings. 

As we showed earlier [23], in adult rats from two months to five months of age, significant 

changes in the level of motor activity and anxiety-like behavior can occur. This allowed us, through 

observation, to separate the genetic and non-genetic inheritance of the features of these forms of 

behavior. From the same group of highly active rats at the age of two months, animals were isolated 

in which the activity increased even more by the age of five months and animals in which it decreased 

to the level of passive animals. If we assume that the genetic characteristics of these animals have not 

changed, then the differences we obtained in the level of behavior of the offspring from animals of 

these groups are not related to genetic inheritance. We found significant differences in the severity of 

exploratory activity between the offspring of ACT+ and ACT– rats. Moreover, these differences were 

observed only in males, but not in females. Differences between the offspring of PAS+ and PAS– rats 

were observed in both males and females. The motor activity of animals in the period from 20 minutes 

after the start of measurements did not differ between groups. Thus, it can be considered that the 

inheritance of individual characteristics of general motor activity is carried out mainly due to genetic 

factors, while differences in the level of exploratory activity, apparently, are formed due to non-

genetic influences from parents during mating. 

It remains to be unclear what these non-genetic effects might be. There are several possible 

explanations that require further investigation. First, the formation of offspring behavior can be 

influenced by the action of certain pheromones. Thus, it has been found that the presentation of the 

male pheromone before mating enhanced the development of mammary glands in females during 

pregnancy, which was reflected in the development of the mammary glands in the postpartum period 

during lactation. It has been shown that in the offspring of females treated with male pheromone, 

there was an increase in the expression of polysialyltransferases in the brain. At an older age, such 

offspring showed a greater ability for spatial learning [29] . 

Secondly, the effect of maternal education is not excluded, apparently, more active females raise 

more active offspring despite genetics; however, the data on this subject are contradictory. For 

example, it has been shown that neither exploratory nor play behavior, nor the level of anxiety in rats 

significantly depend on maternal influence [30,31]. In addition, cross fostering had no effect on 

genetically determined behavioral changes in the open field and elevated plus maze tests. [32]. 

However, to confirm the presence or absence of maternal influence on the formation of exploratory 

behavior, additional experiments are required. 

Undoubtedly, our study has certain limitations. One limitation is the relatively small number of 

litters (3 or 4). However, the high significance of the data obtained and a large number of animals in 

the groups provide grounds to consider our conclusions as relatively reasonable. 

It is possible that the phenomenon we discovered is important for maintaining a certain level of 

exploratory activity in animals of specific populations. It counteracts natural selection, which would 

lead to a constant increase in the activity of animals. 

5. Conclusions 

Individual characteristics of general motor activity are due to genetically inherited factors, while 

differences in the level of exploratory activity, apparently, are formed due to non-genetic influences 

from parents during mating. 
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